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By Geoffrey Hoppe

One of the most common questions I’m asked
is, “Why doesn’t Adamus do something about…
(fill in the blank)?” This question has been posed
to me numerous times in recent weeks, especially
with the string of dramatic world events. There have
been three commercial airline crashes, and military
conflicts in the Ukraine and Israel.
“Would you please ask Adamus to do something about the war in the Middle East?” a young
Israeli Shaumbra recently asked. “Could you have
him bring peace to our land?” The request was
very heartfelt and sincere. Linda and I decided to
arrange a special session with Adamus for Israeli
Shaumbra with the assistance of Joseph Ronen
and Gilit Rom in Israel. (We subsequently made
the message available to all Shaumbra. You can
download it for a small fee.)

INTERVENTION

DIVINE
NON-N

Someone once asked me if Adamus would give
him the formula for free, clean energy. (If it was
that easy don’t you think I would have already
asked?) Another Shaumbra couldn’t understand
why Crimson Circle needed to charge money for events or products because
they thought Adamus was personally bankrolling our company.
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When I was complaining about traveling on the airlines someone said I
should just ask Adamus for a Gulfstream private business jet (price tag about
» INDEX
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$10 million USD). If it were that easy I would just ask Adamus to tele-transport
Linda and I to the next workshop. Beam me up, Scotty Saint-Germain!
The fact is, it’s a rare occasion that any entity or angel interferes with the
doings of humans. I can only remember a few times when I really needed
assistance and I actually got divine intervention. Years ago in Israel, when
Linda and I were trying to leave the country after doing a round of
workshops, we were pulled over by security. We were already late
for our flight and when the gruff security agents began going
through everything in our luggage I called out to Tobias for
help. Within moments a huge cockroach came racing across
the floor at the security police women, who in turn screamed,
jumped 2 meters back and told us to leave. Tobias insisted that I
manifested the cockroach but I know it was really him. I would have
manifested a huge fire-breathing dragon.
A while back Adamus put up an energetic barrier so I wouldn’t go into a
situation that was potentially very dangerous for Linda and I. My own determination (i.e. stubbornness) would have caused me to go forward even though
all of the signs were telling me not to do it, so Adamus basically immobilized
my body and mind. To this day
he insists that it was my own sensors that caused the temporary shut
down but I know at least part of it
was Adamus.
The angelic beings don’t intervene or interfere. Yes, they provide
assistance when we ask for it, but
the assistance is generally gentle
nudges and sage advice. As long as
humans are choosing war, the entities will compassionately allow us to
have our battles. As long as we’re
choosing to lie, cheat and steal they
will turn the other cheek and allow
us to do it because it’s part of our
evolution. As long as we use nuclear
technology for potential destruction
they’re not going to talk to us about
even more potent and clean energy
solutions.
This is the planet of free choice.
There’s actually an energy shield
around our planet that prevents outside interference. We set up this shield
when we came through the Order of the Arc because we wanted an environment where we could discover for ourselves. Some aliens have found little
ways around it such as mental manipulation, but they have a hard time influencing anyone with even half a mind or a half-balanced ego.

4
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I think of the entities more like facilitators of a group therapy session. I ask a
lot of questions and they usually ask me what I think the answer is. With their
wise poking and provoking I oftentimes come to the answer for myself. They
help guide me to the water but I have to drink it myself.
It’s time to realize that we can create for ourselves. We have tremendous
love and support from the entities. They tell me that they love working with
us, and wish more humans would call on them for support. But they draw the
line when we want them to do it for us, rather
than digging deep within ourselves and drawing on our natural creator abilities.
If you’ve had experiences with divine intervention take another look at the situation.
Perhaps it was really YOU who created the
happy outcome? Perhaps you were in such
a dire situation that you had no other choice
than get out of your head and create what
seemed like a God-inspired miracle. But perhaps, just perhaps, it was really you that did it.
And perhaps, just perhaps, if you did it once
you can do it again. And again. And again. But
perhaps without the crisis situation. Perhaps,
on an everyday basis?
In a Creator Series channel, Tobias said,
“Give Thanks to Yourself.” It’s taken me years
to really understand what he was really talking
about. We’re the ones creating the miracles.
It’s time to stop giving credit to spirit guides
and archangels and European Counts. The
moment you start acknowledging that it’s
really you that is creating the miracles (and
every other thing in your life), the more you’ll
be able to create even more miracles. Of course, then you’ll have to finally
answer the question, “What do I really want?” There won’t be any more
excuses or procrastinations.

» INDEX
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The angels and entities can be wonderful friends. I love chatting with them.
But like true friends, they’re not going to give you money, make you famous
or reverse your aging process. You need to do those things for yourself if you
have such desires.

Upcoming events with
Geoffrey and Linda Hoppe,
and live Adamus channels.

Crimson Circle Monthly Meeting
Louisville, Colorado, USA
August 2, 2014
DreamWalker Life
Teacher Training
Louisville, Colorado, USA
August 4–7, 2014
ProGnost... 2014 Update
Louisville, Colorado, USA
August 8, 2014
Adamus’ Abundance Clinic
Louisville, Colorado, USA
August 9, 2014
No Monthly Meeting
in September!
September 6, 2014
ORYOM Mystery School of Music
Salzburg, Austria
September 7–9, 2014
New Energy Celebration
Salzburg, Austria
September 13–14, 2014
Crimson Circle Monthly Meeting
Louisville, Colorado, USA
October 4, 2014
The Threshold: At the Doorway
of Enlightenment
Vernon, BC, Canada
October 10–15, 2014
Crimson Circle Monthly Meeting
Louisville, Colorado, USA
November 1, 2014

MORE INFO

Even our former spirit guides didn’t do things for us. Their role was to
maintain a connection between our human aspect and our divinity so that we
didn’t get completely lost down here. But their role wasn’t to create health
or wealth or opportunities for us. They didn’t negotiate for us, create parking
spots or write our books. They left the moment you were ready to accept your
divinity and begin embodying it.

Timeless on the Nile
Luxor, Egypt
November 9-18, 2014
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NO MORE

WORKSHOPS!
AND HOW I ENDED
UP AS TEACHER FOR
THE CRIMSON CIRCLE
ADVANCED STUDIES
WORKSHOPS…

Maybe
you
think just like I
did only a few years
ago: “No more workshops!” I had made my
way
on
the spiritual path for lots of
years, visited
several workshops and trainings on
different topics, read many spiritual books and so on. However, now I felt
clearly: “It’s enough. I am done. I need no more workshops!” I was still following the Shouds each month, viewing the live transmission when possible, and
afterwards I usually read the translation. There was enough information given
by Tobias and Adamus in the Shouds. No more workshops needed. By the
way, my wife Sigrid felt the same way when we first met about eight years ago.
We were quite happy to not only share our love but also being Shaumbra.

By Lutz Nullmeyer

Then we both together experienced some things that changed our mind. It
started when Geoff and Linda Hoppe did a book tour through Europe in 2010.
One of the events was just an hour drive away from where we live. I thought:
“Well, it’s not far away and it could be interesting to see Geoff and Linda
live – and Adamus, of course. There might be a problem with the language
though, but I should be able to follow the general topic. I will go there!” Sigrid
joined me.
The event took place in a hotel. The very moment we entered the room I felt
and enjoyed being in that special energy. And the live channeling of Adamus
was really an outstanding experience. When Geoff mentioned at the end that
there were still three spaces open for the next workshop about mental imbal-
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ance I just knew that I wanted to attend. That one was meant for people with
a special professional background. It was not for everyone, but I knew immediately that I wanted to go. Sigrid also felt very much drawn to it.
To keep it short, we were accepted to this workshop and enjoyed another
special experience. Eventually Adamus made a clear statement to all attendees: If we wanted to work as facilitators, he would strongly recommend to
attend the Sexual Energies School (SES), which is a class that was channeled
by Tobias. Surprisingly, even that felt good and right for both of us. So we
decided: “Let’s do SES. And that’s it! That will really be our last workshop.”
We did not anticipate that attending the Sexual Energies School would
really make us change our mind as well as our life. For us in Germany it’s quite
uncommon to exaggerate things and use expressions like “life changing.”
When we say “good” it really means good and “very good” is the best value
you can find. But going through SES turned out to be truly a life changing
experience.
What made it so special? First, I really dived deep into the energies. This
class was more about feeling and sensing than understanding through the
mind. Even though there is a lot of information in each class, there is an
intense energetic process that unfolds during the workshop, which allows a
profound personal experience much deeper than the spoken words. It was
so intense and helpful. Our experience went far beyond of what we would
ever have expected. It really was a New Energy workshop. Our life – even as
couple – has changed in such a positive way since then.
Now I understood exactly why Adamus had recommended SES, even
though he had also mentioned here and there that there was no need for
further workshops, studies, etc. We soon got more and more curious about
the other Crimson Circle workshops like Aspectology, DreamWalker Death,
and DreamWalker Birth. Well, the good thing about decisions and being sovereign is that you can always make a new choice. When it feels good – go for
it. And that’s what Sigrid and I did – we discarded “No more workshops!” and
decided instead to gift ourselves with more of these schools and workshops
channeled by Tobias and Adamus. Each of them provided us with stunning
experiences and insights, helped us move stuck energies within only three
days, helped us to release a lot of makyo with ease and grace, and allowed
us to meet interesting people. Last but not least we even ended up as certified teachers for several Crimson Circle workshops ourselves. We have been
feeling so much passion about all the classes and the profound deep positive
impact they have had on our life that it became a very strong heartfelt desire
to present some of the classes ourselves. And we see that our attendees –
whether they call themselves Shaumbra or not – have similar experiences.
Speaking of “passion,” some time ago we decided to take the Passion
Workshop as a self-study course, which also gave us a wonderful experience. I
got so much passion with “Passion” that I recently became a certified Passion
teacher. Sigrid made the choice to repeat the class, this time using the setup
of a teacher presented workshop with me as the teacher. We both were

» INDEX
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rather surprised by the outcome. Even though I as her husband was leading
the class, it was no problem at all that each of us had our own role: Sigrid
diving into the energies of the class as a student and me being the teacher.

Moreover, Sigrid enjoyed a much more intense experience than with the selfstudy course. This showed us that there is a huge difference between going
through the material on your own, and using the assistance of a teacher who
provides a safe space and, if needed, plenty of support.
I agree with Adamus, when he states that we are ready to step into our
own mastery without any other prerequisites. Yet, it can be so helpful and
such an amazing experience to gift yourself with a New Energy workshop like
the Crimson Circle Advanced Studies. As Adamus often says, “A real master
allows the energies to serve him.” I have allowed the New Energy classes to
serve me and wouldn’t want to miss it.

Lutz is a passionate certified Crimson Circle Teacher for Sexual Energy
School, Aspectology, DreamWalker Birth, Discovering Your Passion and
DreamWalker Life. He lives in the beautiful countryside in Syke (near Bremen),
Germany, with his wife Sigrid, who is also a Crimson Circle Teacher.
Visit his website at www.shaumbras.de.
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NEW

DREAMWALK
THIS IS YOURS: GOING
BEYOND THE NOISE
®

If you’ve been challenged with feeling the high levels of intense and chaotic energies on Earth right now, this
DreamWalk will help you discern what is really yours, and release everything that is not.
Adamus® Saint-Germain begins this beautiful DreamWalk with a discussion about the energy noise that comes
from other humans, nature, electronic devices
and global events. He points out that you feel
this noise, and let it affect your body and mind
without discerning where it is actually coming
from. Then Adamus guides you into a timeless
state where you can actually feel what is yours,
and what is not.
Adamus’ DreamWalk series is popular
around the world because each one offers a
deep and personal experience. Adamus is a
master at guiding us into the other dimensions
to get clearer perspective of the energies that
affect our lives. It is best to experience the
DreamWalk in a quiet, relaxing environment.
We recommend listening with headsets, and
allowing at least an hour afterwards to fully
integrate the energies.

Length: 1:06:53
Price: $25 USD
Registration includes unlimited personal access
to the video file on the Crimson Circle Cloud
Class through October 31, 2014.
MORE INFO / REGISTER

» INDEX
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There is a deeply profound and sacred journey in life, yet it is one that has
received painfully little attention and recognition. It’s a journey that has been
brushed aside as mundane, unimportant or simply just not as interesting or
even as spiritual as other endeavors. How unconscious this all-too-common
opinion is. It’s time to bring some big attention to this sacred journey – the
journey with child.

BUILDING THE
COLLECTIVE VOICE FOR
SACRED PARENTING
For those of us who are awakened and in mastery, we recognize that
there are many young masters unfolding within the bodies of children. The
awareness, clarity, independence, sensitivity and innate intuitiveness these
kids possess is stunning. They are quite awake and ready to go! Our role in
consciously guiding these highly evolved kids into empowerment and sovereignty is critically important, and it certainly is not a mundane, ordinary path.

By Susan A. Haid
Awakening Zone Host

As teachers and spiritual adepts, we embrace an extremely important position in guiding and teaching young masters. This is a role that requires some
real, honest savvy. Just imagine if we were kids again, and someone like us
showed up to nurture, guide and empower us on our journey. How different
life might have been for us; how much pain and confusion might have been
spared. But, we were the courageous pioneers who carved the path without
conscious support around us. How extraordinary we are! And now, we are
primed to pay it forward.
For any individual who has any role or inﬂuence in a young person’s life,
whether you are a parent, teacher, guardian, guide, friend or acquaintance,
I’d like to share with you some recent evolutions on The Parenting Sessions
Radio Show on the Awakening Zone. We are making some NOISE about the
profound spirituality of working with children! We are bringing new insights,
deep spirituality, and encouraging unconventional, unorthodox approaches
with kids. Most of all, we are creating a heart-centered, collective voice
around this arena that is quite intentionally designed to carve new pathways,
not only for our kids but also for the adults in their lives.
In the spirit of creating the “collective voice,” I am extremely excited to
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introduce several new co-hosts. And it’s worth saying here that you don’t
need to be a parent or to have birthed a child to be part of this collective consciousness. Two of our illustrious, new co-hosts, Patti Severance and Heather
Teach, are teachers rather than parents. They are both graduates of Tobias’
Sexual Energy School (SES) and Keahak, among other things. A ﬁfth illustrious
new co-host, Lulu Castillo, is a parent who possesses extraordinary joy and
wisdom. She is a seasoned mother of three and also an SES teacher. All of
these individuals have long-standing experience working with kids and lots of

wisdom to share. We welcome them to the show with open arms and open
heart and feel The Parenting Sessions show now has a wonderful balance of
both parents and teachers.
With five voices speaking on behalf of parents, teachers and caregivers
everywhere, this show has a little something for everyone. We are looking
forward to many lively, insightful, and highly conscious discussions. Please
request to join our Facebook group, Shaumbra Parents and Caregivers, so
we can keep you informed of everything we’re up to. Also, to receive regular
updates, be sure to “like” our Parenting Sessions Facebook page or visit us at
www.parentingsessions.com.
Of course, it goes without saying that we hope to connect with you on
The Parenting Sessions Radio Show on the Awakening Zone every third
Wednesday. The ﬁrst broadcast with our vibrant, new co-hosts will air on
August 20th, 2014 at 11:00 AM Mountain Time. Please join us for these warm,
joyful, heartful and inspiring conversations. We look forward to providing you
with the most highly conscious parenting show in the business!

» INDEX
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FEATURED EVENTS
PROGNOST UPDATE
Louisville, CO • Aug ust 8 , 2 0 14
In this ProGnost 2014 Update Adamus will discuss the consciousness shifts and energy trends that will affect global news and individual well-being for the months to come.
MORE INFO

NEW ENERGY CELEB R AT I O N
Salzburg, Aus tria • Sep tember 13– 1 4 , 2 0 14
Come together with Shaumbra in this New Energy Celebration!
Since 2002 these Celebrations have been a place of birthing new
ideas, innovative channelings, developing new long-term relationships, and tremendous shifts in consciousness.
Don’t miss this special gathering in Salzburg!
MORE INFO

THE THRESHOLD: AT THE DOORWAY TO ENLIGHTENMENT
Ver non, BC, Canada • Oct ober 10–1 5 , 2 0 1 4
According to Adamus, our journey on the spiritual path has
encompassed many lifetimes, but now we hesitate at the threshold of the realization of enlightenment. We will dive deeply into
our makyo, dragons, distractions, excuses and
fears about THE THRESHOLD.
MORE INFO

TIMELESS ON THE NIL E : E G Y P T
Luxor, Egypt • November 9–1 8 , 2 0 1 4
Join us in November 2014 for a sacred journey to Egypt, one of
the most mystical places on the planet. Experience a living book
of ancient sites. Mingle with the divine energies. Laugh and sing
into the night while floating down the Nile River.
MORE INFO
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ADAMUS’ ABUNDANCE CLINIC
SO ABUNDANT THAT IT’S FREE!

Live webcast date:
Saturday, August 9, 11:00 AM – 1:00 PM
(Denver time)
Online from the Crimson Circle Connection
Center, Colorado
In-person attendance is sold out
Abundance is a challenging issue for many people on the spiritual path. There are strong overlays about
money being “the root of evil” and many people have taken vows of poverty in this or past lifetimes as
part of their spiritual journey. On a more practical basis, many simply don’t have a financial or business
background, and therefore believe that they don’t know how to make or manage money.
In this much anticipated clinic, Adamus® Saint-Germain will help you understand the resistance to abundance, and give you the tools to break through the barriers in order to receive what you need and deserve
in your life.
This clinic is offered free of charge. Please feel free to send the link to friends and family, and post it on
your favorite social media sites. It is Adamus’ gift to any spiritual students that are tired of struggling with
abundance issues.
Attend in-person or online. Registration includes access to the video files through November 8, 2014.
REGISTER

» INDEX
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THE TRUTH ABOUT
MASCULINE AND
FEMININE ENERGY
– PART TWO
In the previous installment we began discussing the difference between
feminine and masculine creative energy and what occurs when those energies are out of balance. Keep in mind that we are not talking about male
and female people. This is all about the creative energy that we each can tap
into and utilize. No matter what gender or orientation, we all have access to
some wonderful masculine and feminine creative potential. We also talked
about what occurs when the masculine energy demonstrates as dominant and
the feminine demonstrates as weak. Let’s continue with other possibilities of
imbalance. Notice if you recognize these patterns in the lives of those around
you. And in the way you create.
By Jim Self

FEMININE-STRONG – MASCULINE-WEAK
Jim Self is founder of Mastering
Alchemy (masteringalchemy.
com). He hosts the popular
“Conversations with Jim Self”
show on the Awakening Zone
and frequently teams up with
Geoff and Linda at Crimson
Circle workshops.

If you reverse the roles that we discussed last month and the feminine
energy is very strong and the masculine energy is weaker it is as if the feminine energy says: “I have these grand dreams and desires. I wish to have this
… I want that … I would like to have these others over here.” But sometimes
beneath this apparent strength and determination, there is “I cannot have,”
“I don’t deserve,” “I can’t receive.” Feminine creative energy without the
balance and structure of masculine energy is very scattered; it is very undependable. It is as if you pour water onto the surface of the table, it spreads
everywhere; it is not contained, focused or directed. There is no structure
(cup) in place to hold the feminine creative power.
When this off-balance feminine asks of the masculine, “Oh, I want you to
build me a house” the masculine says, “I’d love to build you a house. I am a
carpenter, I can build you a house. I love you.” And he goes off in his excitement and gets the wood, stone and electrical wiring and begins to build a
beautiful house. This is the creativity of straight lines and angles we talked
about last month.
In the meantime, the feminine energy has continued creating. After asking for a house, she went off to yoga class, tea with friends, shopping
at Macys and bought the ingredients for a gourmet dinner. Curves and

14
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swirls of creativity. When she finally brings her attention back home, she
asks the masculine,
“Hello – what are you doing?”
“I’m building a house like you asked for,” he says.
“When did I say that?” she replies. “Really what I want is to move to the
beach and have a house there.”
“Okay, I can build you a house at the beach.”
“Oh, that would be so wonderful,” the feminine energy, says.

And off they go and the story repeats itself. With this ungrounded, scattered
pattern, the masculine energy feels invalidated, unappreciated, unheard.
This scattered feminine energy is swirling all around in an uncontained manner and the masculine energy follows her, or tries to. When she changes her
mind again and again, the masculine also changes his direction for her, trying to build a house, a structure within which she can be happy and create.
However, with this pattern, both the feminine and masculine creative energy
is incomplete and over time, there is frustration. Do you know someone like
this (you)? This person is ungrounded, doesn’t complete the many projects
they have begun while they busily come up with even more ideas. They may
also have saved all the materials and supplies they collected for each of these
projects – for years, promising to get to them someday.

FEMININE-WEAK – MASCULINE-WEAK
There is also the pattern of weak feminine energy together with weak masculine creative energy. In this case, neither are creating easily and neither
receive or fulfill their desires. Both are terrified. Weak energy does not create;
it gets very frustrated and it has no permission to speak up, to set direction,
to take charge. Sometimes in this case, neither the masculine nor feminine can
define or ask for their desires. The first step of creation is not even taken. The
masculine energy doesn’t build the structure for the feminine to create within
and the feminine doesn’t even define what she wants him to build. You may
recognize this creation-pattern in those around you. Decisions never seem to
get made and they change their minds frequently. There is no forward movement. Inertia can occur. Both are wanting the other to make the decision of
what movie to go to and soon it is too late. All the good movies have already
come and gone.
As a personal exploration, you might become aware of this dynamic demonstrated in the lives of others around you and ultimately, in your own creative
process. Do you know someone who exhibits inertia and is not creating fully
in a way you know they have the potential too? Perhaps they don’t take risks
and use vocabulary that is self-defeating?
» INDEX
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FEMININE-STRONG - MASCULINE-STRONG
The flip side of this is a creation-pattern of strong feminine and strong masculine. Again, both are in fear and, internally, in a great deal of confusion and
insecurity. There will be lots of competition, pushing and shoving, incompletion and turmoil. Both creative powers here can be very uncompromising and
stubborn. Consequently, both dig in their heels and nothing gets created. You
may know people who do this in their creative space. They may boast and
brag and present themselves as confident and accomplished, but in actuality,
have achieved very little in their lives. This person may “know it all” and argue
with every suggestion others make.

I CAN

16
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HOW DID WE GET SO OUT OF WHACK?
When the masculine creative energy inside of you is too weak or strong and
the feminine inside of you is too weak or strong, we call this the third dimensional game of “I’m not okay.” That is where most of us have learned to be
and live our lives. How did we get here, in this off balance state? Here is an
example: There is a little girl or little boy who is very talented, very skilled and
very knowledgeable. She is very excited about who she is and what she wants
to do. She is very confident, into herself and what is possible. She simply says,
“I can!!”
This little child sets out on her path and creates wonderful drawings and
great art. She sings all the time and passionately builds amazing things. At
perhaps three years old she is extremely successful in her world and one day
says to her favorite grown-up, “Look at my elephant” because it is a beautiful
elephant and she is very pleased with her creation. The grown-up says, “Don’t
you know elephants aren’t orange? And besides, this is a scribbly mess. You
should color inside the lines.”
This is such a shock and invalidation to her that this little child drops down
and gives up her confidence and power. The “you’re not okay” belief slides
right into that little slot where “I’m great and successful” used to be just a
moment ago. At first the little child is confused, then she does one of two
things. She may say, “Well, I’ll show you” and goes through the rest of her
life working to prove she is good. She may become a Type A personality and
over-achiever in order to show that long-ago grown-up that she really is of
value. However there is still a little doubt “Am I okay?” that sits in her space
and her beliefs about herself. She has private thoughts like, “I am not sure
whether this painting that I just did is really worth ten thousand dollars” even
though on the outside she presents herself as absolutely confident, determined and strong.
The other possible reaction the little child may have is, “Well, maybe that
grown-up was right. Maybe I’m not that good after all.” She may never return
to that powerful, talented expression that she once had. That passionate child
grows up to hide, doubt her every decision and not take many risks.
Every one of us has experienced the result of this distorted creative energy.
Once you understand the distinctions and power of feminine and masculine
creative energy you’ll be better able to balance them and create more powerfully from that fullness. Then, when you step into a relationship, you will
continue to hold the belief that you count and have value. There will be no
push or shove, competition or invalidation. There will be no better or worse.
There is then a balance between and within your masculine and feminine ways
of creating. Once balanced, you will recognize yourself and move forward into
joyfully painting those elephants any color you choose with playmates who
celebrate with you.
Click here to read Part 1. Part 3 of this series will be available in an upcoming issue

» INDEX
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MASTERS PINS
ANNOUNCEMENT:
AFTER SENDING OUT
MORE THAN 6,000
MASTER’S PINS, WE
ARE NO LONGER SHIPPING FREE ONES. THIS
INCLUDES REPLACEMENTS FOR LOST OR
INCORRECT ORDERS.

MORE INFO
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FROM THE ZONE

By John McCurdy – Awakening Zone Coordinator

IDENTITY
The topic of rebirth seems to be front and center these days. It’s what integrating our soul and our light body is all about, but the problem is that in
order to be born again we have to die. Or at least our human identity has to
die, and that can be harder and more painful than losing our body.
It’s been a year since I trusted a deep inner urge to set off into the unknown
in my camper-van, and along the way I’ve had to release identity after identity.
Husband, partner, computer consultant, wood worker, and the “wonderful
responsible honest guy who can fix anything and is always there when you
need him.” They all had to go, along with my relationship, my home, many of
my tools, my car and everything else that wouldn’t fit in my van or the small
trailer behind it.
Even my precious cat, Toby,
had to go with
my
partner
because
he
was miserable
in the van.
Once I was
finally on the
road for real,
with no home
to return to, I
discovered that
Toby
I had to let go
of all my ideas
about what the
journey
was
about. Not much camping in the mountains, for my job requires that I have
phone and internet service most of the time. No being a tourist and visiting
all the beautiful places I thought I’d go see, for now I found them boring.
No hanging out with lots of Shaumbra (though I’ve had some beautiful visits
» INDEX
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with a few of you along the way), because this journey
has been all about me and my soul. And no teaching
workshops along the way, for I had no idea how to start.
That last one bothered me the most, because it’s what
I thought I was going toward. When I received clear
guidance to stay in Asheville, North Carolina, a couple
months ago I thought it was time to actually create my
workshop, and for a few weeks I felt intense clarity and
passion about what I would teach. But then I got bogged
down in creating a website and figuring out how to promote it, and it all seemed to turn into mud.
A new Keahak Life channel came out, and before going
to bed one evening I listened as Saint-Germain talked
about identity. “You already know that in enlightenment
you lose your human identity,” he said (paraphrased),
“but you keep trying to rebuild it! You keep trying to
create a new identity that’s a little more enlightened than
the last one, but it’s still human. It’s still limited.” Then he
took us through an experience of feeling into our “I Am”
identity and how different it is from the human identity;
how it has no agendas and no plans and doesn’t care
where it is or what it’s doing or about any of the other
countless things that humans worry about; how it doesn’t
resist anything and allows everything, and how all it really
wants is to LIVE and to EXPERIENCE. And somewhere in
that I fell asleep.
The next morning I awoke early, planning to move into
an apartment that day but thinking about Toby and how
he was going to be alone for two whole weeks while
my former partner went overseas. I thought about flying to Oregon to take care of him while she was gone,
but that didn’t seem to fit with anything in my life and
it would have meant another thousand dollars of debt.
And then something deep inside said, “It wouldn’t cost
any more to drive across the country than to pay rent on
that apartment...”
“What?” my mind gasped in surprise. “What about
Asheville? I’m starting to like it here! And what about
being a teacher? I thought I was supposed to stay here!”
“You’re just passing through, remember? And I, your
I Am, don’t care a whit about being a teacher. I AM a
teacher, so I have no need to be one. I have enjoyed our
experience here immensely, but wouldn’t it be nice to go
and be with Toby?”
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I was stunned, and suddenly it all became clear. This
entire journey wasn’t about creating a workshop or
becoming more of a teacher or even about fixing anything in me. It was simply about me seeing the true
nature of the human identity I was working so hard to
recreate, and birthing my I Am identity that doesn’t care
about any of that and doesn’t RE-create anything. It simply exists, and it creates whatever experience it wants
in the moment. In my I Am identity I don’t need to be a
teacher or anything else, because I Am all of it and it all
comes to me.
I made the choice to leave for Oregon, and as soon as
I did I felt something deep inside jumping up and down
for joy like a little child! Then I checked my email and
discovered an invitation to co-teach a Sexual Energies
School the weekend after I would be done taking care of
Toby, and right on my way to my next stop in Colorado.
Amazing. Everything truly does come to me when I live
my I Am identity!
So in this moment I give up. I release everything I have
been trying to make myself into. I release the teacher. No
more trying to integrate myself more fully or to become
more enlightened or to get my light body, or even to
love myself better. I AM all of that, and to continue to
seek it or refine it is just to play an old and so very tiring
human game. Jeshua said, “Unless you are born again
and become as little children you cannot enter into the
Kingdom of Heaven,” and now I’m starting to understand
what he meant. A little child has no agenda and no need
to fix or improve anything, for it just lives in the experience of the moment. And I’m finding that to be an amazing place to live!

For my interview this month I called on Kathleen
Haws, co-host of the new and wonderful New Energy
Birthing show on Awakening Zone Radio. On the surface
this show is about pregnancy and childbirth, but it’s also
about so much more than that. Everything Shaumbra are
doing is about birthing our own soul, our I Am, into this
amazing human body, and like birthing a child, it is a difficult and often painful experience. But all the things that
apply to birthing a child – breathing, patience, invitation,
self-care, nurturing – apply equally to us as we birth our I
Am, and they can smooth the process immensely. I invite
you to check out the New Energy Birthing show whether

you are a parent or not, and to enjoy the beautiful and
insightful interview with Kathleen below.

Discovery Series 11 – Shoud recap

How did you come
to have a show on the
Awakening Zone?

When I first came across
the Crimson Circle materials I resonated so strongly
that without thinking, and
Kathleen Haws
without really knowing
much about the Crimson
Circle or what a Shaumbra
was, I took myself to the Dreamwalker Birth School. That
was my first Crimson Circle event and I’ve often laughed,
for I guess I’m so literal that I needed to start my own
rebirthing with a birthing school! As a mother and grandmother I’ve had quite a bit of experience with birthing,
but I’ve always felt like there was a big piece missing
from the whole birthing process. So when I found the
Dreamwalker Birth materials I immediately knew that
this was the piece I had been searching for. That’s when
I began this whole experience of New Energy Birthing.

Merabh for Kaiko

Check out our new Playlists for

When I was approached with the idea of creating a New
Energy Birthing show a few years ago I felt there were
some important pieces still in the creation process, and
I wanted to them to be in place before we began. Now,
especially with the launch of the beautiful new Adoulas
website (www.adoulas.org) everything is ready and my
co-host and I are so happy to be hosting a show about
Birthing in the New Energy! I want to thank Geoffrey and
Linda Hoppe and Michelle MacHale, for they were the
ones that really brought this creation into reality.

Shoud recaps

Merabhs

Faces of Shaumbra

Advanced Studies

Tell me about your cohost?

Music Videos

Reetta Lappalainen

Reetta Lappalainen is
a wonderful Adoula and
teacher from Finland and
when I began to consider

and more!
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who would be a good co-host she came very strongly
to my awareness. We had never met in person but
had exchanged experiences and emails, for Adoulas
are great connectors and our own best supporters
and cheerleaders, and I felt great about her. She is
very knowledgeable and has a great understanding of
Dreamwalker Birth, and this show is very much a co-

creation. It would be a much different show if she were
not involved, and I just love her!

What do you like most about hosting the New
Energy Birthing show?

I love having a format where people can ask questions and the awareness can so easily expand, especially on the Awakening Zone where people can listen
at their convenience or be there live and ask questions.
But really, for me it is the feeling I have that with every
show we are chipping away at that consciousness barrier, that we are really saying, “This is a viable and
important piece in the whole experience of birthing.”
I’m mindful of that every time we do a broadcast, and
that it goes beyond just information. This is shifting
consciousness.
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What is the New Energy Birthing show about?

It is about birthing in all kinds of ways. We do have a
focus on when parents choose to bring in a child, but if
you are in a process or rebirthing in your own life there
are definitely some things that you can apply to yourself.

A big part of Dreamwalker Birth is the invitation, and
the invitation that parents give to an incoming child is
the same feeling as where you invite your soul into this
lifetime. It isn’t just about parents and children and pregnancy and childbirth. It is also about rebirthing you. This
show is full of helpful information, but it’s really about
opening our listeners’ awareness to new potentials and
new possibilities of what birthing can be.

What do you most want to convey to your listeners?

That there’s more to childbirth than mainstream information would tell you. Adamus said that the real birthing of a being takes place somewhere else, and that is
what I would like people to understand. I want them
to know there is a beautiful process in place for all of
us when we come to the planet, and that to be able to

connect with someone as they are coming in sets everything up differently. There are amazing benefits and
beautiful potentials in that, and not just for the parents
during pregnancy and delivery. Some of these children
are getting older now, and we are starting to witness
some of the amazing and beautiful ways that pre-birth
connection benefits them, too. So I want the listeners
to know that Dreamwalker Birth is not
just about pregnancy and childbirth.
It shifts consciousness in the nonphysical realms as well as here, and
the impact goes far beyond the actual
delivery of the child.

What do you want to convey to listeners who are not actively involved
in bringing in a child?

First, so many of us know people
that are pregnant or that are wanting
to start a family, so sharing the information would be great. But beyond
that, we’re going to do some shows,
for instance, about how parents can
nurture themselves in order to facilitate and ease this
whole process. And that is very similar to how I would
have someone treat themselves as they are going
through a light body integration, as they are connecting
with their soul and inviting it into this lifetime. There is
something in every show that non-parents will find helpful on a personal level.

There are many Shaumbra who are going through an
intense rebirth right now. What would you say to them?

I would encourage people to connect with the
Dreamwalker Birth material, for there are so many
things in this school that I think would be of great assistance. I keep coming back to the energy of invitation.
Invitation is perhaps not in a lot of people’s awareness,
but it is a beautiful cousin of allowing. You can’t force

the light body in. You can’t force the rebirthing. You
can’t force the soul in. You can’t force your aspects to
come home. Rebirthing is about being in your most
authentic place and issuing out the most sincere of
invitations, and being so clear that that is what you
want in this lifetime. For me, Dreamwalker Birth is just
filled with that energy of invitation.

What else do you do?

In 2011 I wrote The Baby Connector, about adding the
missing piece to pregnancy and childbirth. Most books
about pregnancy and childbirth are written from the
physical and medical perspective and I wanted to place
this new spiritual perspective into the whole birthing
arena in a very concrete way. It was my way of showing
up, and that has been a lot of what I have done since I
have been an adoula. I just keep showing up. There is
a wonderful group of birthing professionals in my city,
including mental health professionals, massage therapists, doulas, midwives and every type of practitioner,
and I just keep showing up. It’s taken a number of years,
but I feel that I am now a respected and viable member
of this group of birthing professionals. Dreamwalker Birth
is not the only spiritually based childbirth perspective.
There are others and some are very beautiful, but this
pre-birth connection with the incoming soul, and all that
we do with that, is what truly sets us apart.
I’m also a New Energy facilitator and I assist people
who are in the process of awakening and rebirthing. I
use the breath as the facilitation piece, but it is about
introducing them to the body of consciousness, aspects,
energy feeding and everything that Shaumbra are familiar with. I’ve always been a bridge for people, and my
clients tend to just find their way to me because they are
ready to make a big shift and to get into some real clarity.

For more information about Kathleen Haws, her books
and her work, visit her website, www.adoulabirth.com.
Listen to the New Energy Birthing show live on the second Thursday of every month at 1:00 PM CDT, or anytime
in the Awakening Zone archives.
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AWAKENING ZONE ACADEMY
CLASSES CURRENTLY AVAILABLE
I AM CHILD – SACRED PARENTING

Susan A. Haid

Guiding the next generation of souls into
mastery is a sacred and significant undertaking. Many children on earth at this time are
highly aware, keenly sensitive, profoundly
mature and prepared to accept their own
mastery very early on.
The guides, guardians and teachers of these
conscious children must be prepared to move
forward with strength and without hesitation
to embrace unconventional venues.
These young masters are looking to us to
provide unorthodox pathways, deep wisdom

and understanding, acutely sensitive
approaches, far greater levels of freedom, and dynamic platforms for creative
expression, soul expansion and the ultimate unfolding of sovereignty.
This course is designed for parents,
teachers, guardians, guides and caregivers of children.

Registration closes October 7
Cost: $99

MORE INFO
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AWAKENING ZONE ACADEMY
CLASSES CURRENTLY AVAILABLE
SACRED MONEY ARCHETYPES – BREAK THROUGH YOUR MONEY FEARS & CHALLENGES!

Tracy Smith

What stops many people from getting their
creative gifts out into the world? It is not lack
of motivation, spirit or drive; it’s their relationship with money.

and removes any resistance to making more
money, clearing the path for you to achieve
financial success with grace and ease, knowing that you deserve it.

Money is at the heart of every decision we
make in our lives… and it doesn’t have to be a
struggle! Money can be an amazing facilitator,
transformer, and force for good.

If you were to break through your fears about
money, what would be possible for you?

Each of us has a unique relationship with
money but there are certain patterns or
themes—Archetypes—that have a universal quality. Discovering your Sacred Money
Archetypes unlocks what makes you tick when
it comes to money. It uncovers your strength
and gifts, as well as your money shadow-side,

Registration closes October 7
Cost: $99

MORE INFO
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AWAKENING ZONE RADIO
NEW AND FEATURED SHOWS
ORGASMIC SOUL FIRE!

Robert Theiss

ADDICTIONS: HOW TO UNPLUG AND BE FREE

Would you like to
release your limitations
and have an orgasmic
relationship with life?

There is a better
way to free yourself of
physical and emotional
addictions!

Would you like to
experience your true
freedom and passion?

If you or anyone you
know has ever struggled
with addictions, please
join Crimson Circle
founders Geoffrey and
Linda Hoppe in this
insightful episode with
special guest John
Flaherty, author of
Addiction Unplugged:
How to Be Free.

Would you like to
bring in and experience
the fire of creation, your
own Soul Fire?

Geoff & Linda Hoppe

Find out how in this
beautiful and passionate episode of The
Ancient Wings Show
with Robert Theiss and
Archangel Michael.
Available now in
the Awakening Zone
Archives.

John Flaherty

John has inspired
people all over the
world to be free of
their addictive behaviors and to live a more
fulfilled existence, and
in this episode of The
Crimson Circle Show
he talks about a radical
new approach to setting
yourself free.
Listen now!

LISTEN
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LISTEN

AWAKENING ZONE RADIO
CURRENT SHOWS AND HOSTS
어바웃 마이셀프 (About Myself)

Frissito (Refreshment)

Nowy Oddech - Transmisja po Polsku

Alquimia Divina con Maria Magdalena

Heart Sight

Nova Energija

The Ancient Wings Show

Helen & Ontwaken

The Parenting Sessions

The Animal Code

Hispanoamerica en Sintonía con el Shoud

Passion is Everything

Astrodoc

Inner Guide Empowerment

Pleiadian Tools for Self–Realization

Breath of Life

InnerSpeak Soul Adventures

Polskie Tlumaczenia Shoudu

Journeys with Jonette

Psychology in the New Energy

Conversation at the Cutting Edge

La Nueva Revoluciónç Latinoamericana

Pure Presence – Aligning to Self
Pure Presence – All About the Kids

Conversations with Jim Self

The Light Lounge

The Crimson Circle Show

Living Masters

Hosts: Jiyoung Choi and Youngwan Choi
Hosts: Malu Gaxiola & Raiza Preziuso
Host: Robert Theiss
Host: Asia Voight

Hosts: Dr. Douglas Davies & Linda Benyo Hoppe
Hosts: Norma Delaney & Garret Annofsky

Conscious Connections
Host: Veronica Torres

Host: Sandie Sedgbeer
Host: Jim Self

Hosts: Geoffrey & Linda Hoppe

The D–Spot, with Doctor Dream
Host: Kelly Sullivan Walden

Devenir maitre de sa vie
Host: Jutta Bosch

時空の旅人 (Dimensional Travelers)
Host: Munenoriと宗矩によってホストされている

Hosts: Timea Thomazy & Robert Gulyas

Host: Lukas Salek

Hosts: Tjaša Pavček & Branka Božič

Host: Nina Impala

Hosts: Susan Haid and Michelle Russo

Hosts: Eppe Keizer & Nelleke Keizer
Hosts: Norma Isabel Ojeda & Hilda Diaz

Host: Yanna Volfinzon
Host: Christine Day

Host: Brad Simkins

Host: Lukas Salek

Host: Jean Adrienne

Host: Charity Parrish

Host: Jonette Crowley

Hosts: Roberto & Silvia Mendoza

Host: Suzy Miller

Hosts: Steve & Barbara Rother, Meg Adamson–Gour
Host: Mary Beth Shewan

Radio Ahmyo – Ny Bevidsthed
Hosts: Anne & Finn Andersen

Romanian Awakenings
Host: Silvia Marin

Living & Creating with Soul
Host: Rupert Davis

Science to Sage

МыЕсмьГалактическийЧеловек
Host: Larisa Artamanova

Host: Karen Elkins

Neues Bewusstsein Leben

Carmen Rivalet, Florin Mandiuc, Mirela Ghenea

Host: Birgit Junker

Știri de pe Noul Pământ
Turning of the Wheel

Feeling Good

New Consciousness Review
Host: Miriam Knight

Host: Chris Flisher

For the Love of Eve

New Energy Birthing

Visiones Multidimensionales

Host: Marisa Calvi
Host: Janelle Collard

Hosts: Hilda Diaz & Norma Isabel Ojeda

Host: Kathleen Haws

If you would like to receive the weekly Show Schedule via email: sign up now, it’s easy!

SUBSCRIBE

And be sure to browse through the Archives for plenty of amazing and entertaining shows on many different topics.
www.awakeningzone.com

— The International Radio Network for Empowered Awakening
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2014

COMING AUGUST 8, IN-PERSON OR ONLINE!

Adamus® Saint-Germain returns for an update to the
ProGnost workshop held in January 2014. Now that
we’re in the second half of the year, we’re seeing the
results of the huge energy shifts that occurred in April
and May. What’s ahead for the rest of the year and into
early 2015? In this ProGnost 2014 Update Adamus will
discuss the consciousness shifts and energy trends that
will affect global news and individual well-being for the
months to come.
ProGnost 2014 Update is an in-person and online venue
for taking a look into the energy dynamics of 2014 and
beyond in order to understand the appropriateness of the
changes that will be affecting the planet. It will also give
you tools to help maintain an abundant balance in your
life, facilitate your embodied enlightenment, and have
the discernment to know the difference between distractions and opportunities.
The ProGnost 2014 Update is open to everyone,
even if you didn’t attend or view the original ProGnost
2014 event.
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Date
Friday, August 8, 2014
Schedule
10:00 – Registration for in-person attendees
11:00 AM - 12:15 PM: Session 1
12:15 PM – 1:00 PM: Break (snacks will be available for
in-person attendees)
1:00 PM – 2:15 PM: Session 2
Location
Crimson Circle Connection Center
159-D McCaslin Blvd.
Louisville, Colorado 80027
Lodging
Click here for nearby lodging
Size
Limited to 50 in-person attendees;
no limit to online attendees.
Registration Cost
$65 early bird through August 7, online or in person.
Regular price $85 after August 7. Your registration includes
access to the video streaming files until November 9, 2014,
90 days after the event.
Cancellation policy (online or in-person):
25% cancellation fee until August 7, 2014
Non-refundable after August 7

MORE INFO / REGISTER

For more information, please contact:
Lindsay Yogi at lindsay@crimsoncircle.com
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INTEGRATE YOUR LIGHT
BODY, NOW
13-14 SEPTEMBER 2014

SHAUMBRA NEW ENERGY CELEBRATION
IN-PERSON OR ONLINE!
This year’s celebration will focus on integrating your Light Body. Most of our presenters will discuss what
the Light Body is, how to prepare yourself for it, and how to begin the integration.
• Channeled messages from Adamus Saint-Germain, the beloved St. Germain and
Kuthumi lal Singh through Geoffrey and Linda Hoppe
• Information and insights from Master Chi through Gordon Smith
• Is Your Biology Ready for Your Light Body? with Dr. Douglas Davies
• Crop Circles messages about the DNA and Light Body with Guenther Schermann
• The Beauty of the Human Body, the Evolution to the Light Body with Wulfing von Rohr
• Experiencing Your Lightbody with Jean Tinder
• How Enlightenment Attracts the Light Body with author John Flaherty
• Music with Yoham (Gerhard Fankhauser, Einat Gilboa and Amir Ya’acoby)
• Plus the love and camaraderie of Shaumbra
What’s better than a New Energy Conference? A New Energy Celebration! In September, Shaumbra will converge in
30
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beautiful Salzburg, Austria for our annual gathering and celebration. For two days we will enjoy messages from Adamus
and Kuthumi, listen to fun and enlightening messages from various presenters, and dance to the passionate music of
the Yoham Project with Gerhard Fankhauser, Einat Gilboa and Amir Yakobi. And every spare moment we’ll be laughing,
talking and celebrating together as only Shaumbra can do.

THE VENUE
Salzburg is one of the most beautiful cities in Europe and has been carefully preserved over the centuries. It is divided
by the Salzach River into two parts – the “Old City” and the “New City” – and is surrounded by spectacular landscapes
that include lakes, Alpine foothills and mountain peaks. Salzburg’s “Old Town” (Altstadt) with its world famous baroque
architecture is one of the best-preserved city centres north of the Alps.

THE CELEBRATION
The first Shaumbra New Energy Conference was held in Breckenridge, Colorado in July 2003. Since then these
annual Shaumbra gatherings have been held in Santa Fe and Taos, New Mexico USA; Hamburg and Munich, Germany;
Vienna, Austria; Sedona, Arizona USA, and Breckenridge, Colorado USA. The 2014 conference will be the fourth time
this event is held in Europe to acknowledge the large number of Shaumbra throughout the region.
The annual “Inspire Consciousness Award” will again be presented this year at the Conference.

SPECIAL NOTE
To accommodate our worldwide audience, we will offer the New Energy Celebration via a live webcast. We hope you
can join us in this beautiful celebration of life!

IN-PERSON OR ONLINE
MORE INFO ON NEW ENERGY CELEBRATION 2014

» INDEX
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WAR AND PEACE
– A MUSICAL PERSPECTIVE

The last couple of weeks have been really challenging. The war in the
Middle East touches me a lot with having our home in Israel, as well as friends
and family who live there. Situations like that are terrible for all the people
involved and bring up so much dark emotions, pain, fear, frustration and
hate. Usually when there is a conflict or war like this we take sides, argue and
discuss. I realized this time for myself how seductive such a war is and how
easily we can get lost in that flood of terrible information from the media and
Internet and get sucked into polarisation and judgement. But actually, in times
of tension it is much more precious to stay on neutral ground, observe and
be the witness.

By Gerhard Fankhauser

Music expresses the laws of harmony and can give us some beautiful
insights into the nature of war and peace. In musical harmony we can distinguish two very basic and fundamental qualities: consonance and dissonance.
Harmony is the balance of these two primal forces. Consonance expresses
and manifests the quality of beauty, stability and peace while dissonance
expresses itself in discomfort, instability, chaos and tension. Consonant music
is pleasing and can last a long time, while dissonant sounds are challenging
and even unbearable on the long run. Dissonance asks for transformation
and change, and eventually has to dissolve into a condition of stability. Music
teaches us that creation and destruction, day and night, war and peace, are
part of a bigger and more universal law of harmony and balance. Only by
integrating light and darkness we can attain true harmony.
In human terms war is one of the most extreme forms of dissonance and
causes a terrible amount of suffering and pain, but it contains that seed of
change and ultimately has to transform into peace. The longing for peace is
one of the most fundamental needs we all share and according to the mystic
teachings of the East peace is the original state of our soul. Our true nature is
a silent deep ocean, forever in peace in its depths while active on the surface.
As chaotic and stressful situations increase and bring more imbalance, friction
and conflict, the original state of peace seems to be lost and we experience
dissonance, frustration, despair and a desperate longing for change. Nobody
can attain true happiness without peace, and the attainment of peace is definitely the sign of a wise man.
There are countless examples of great saints, mystics and monks that preserved the sacred teachings and practises in times of war. In fact, the peace of
some monasteries and temples would simply not be touched at all by unrest,
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revolution and war. They were tuned to another frequency and had nothing
to do with the general conflict. We can be at peace in times of war but also
at war in times of peace, and it only depends on our inner state of harmony
and identification.
War and crisis in general trigger our fears, and with the constant presence
and manipulation of the media those emotions are strongly amplified. Fear,
not war, is the biggest enemy of peace. There is growing
unrest and worldwide tension on the political, religious and
MUSIC
economic levels and it’s truly a challenge to find peace in
the midst of all of that.

STARTS WHERE THE WORDS

END AND IS A TRUE MESSENGER OF

Music is the language of the soul and helps us to stay in
harmony with ourselves and remember our original state of
HARMONY
being. By playing and singing or listening to some of our
most beloved music we naturally enter a state of presence
and our body, mind and soul can relax. Music starts where the words end and
is a true messenger of harmony and peace.

AND PEACE.

Gerhard Fankhauser is co-founder of the music group Yoham. Together
with his wife Einat Gilboa, and Amir Yakobi, Adamus Saint-Germain, Tobias
and Kuthumi lal Singh, Gerhard has co-created many profound experiences
in Crimson Circle workshops. He has also collaborated on merabhs, Call to
Awaken, Studio K, Opening Into Consciousness, The Seven Seals, and many
other recordings.
Visit Gerhard’s website at Oryom-Music
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NEW

NEW PRODUCT OFFERING!

BATTLEFIELDS
OF POWER

CONFLICTS, CONSCIOUSNESS AND CHOICES

“The most important of life’s battles is the one we fight daily in the silent chambers of the soul.” – David McKay

On Sunday, July 27 Adamus® Saint-Germain transmitted a special live message for Israeli Shaumbra. Over the
past few weeks Israel had been in deep conflict and battle
starting with the rocket mortar fire coming from Hamas factions in the Gaza region. As Israel defended itself against
the attacks the battles escalated, cease-fires were violated,
and over 1000 Israelis and Palestinians were killed.
Israeli Shaumbra, wanting more understanding about
what was happening within their country, requested this
special session with Adamus. It was not originally designed
for other listeners but afterwards it was apparent that the
message is for all Shaumbra, and any aware human caught
in the middle of conflict, drama and power dynamics.
In this message you’ll hear Adamus addressing the
situation in the Middle East, but it also applies to so
many other aspects of our lives. It’s a timeless message
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of releasing and allowing, getting caught in conflict
while searching for freedom, and about making tough
but clear choices.
Length: 1:13:48
Format: Digital download, available now in the Crimson
Circle store
Cost: $20 USD
Special thanks to our Israeli Shaumbra friends
for arranging this session:
Yossi Ronen, Gilit Rom and Ben Serota

MORE INFO

NEW

JOURNEY
OF THE
ANGELS:

THE MUSICAL EXPERIENCE
Featuring Tobias & Amir Yakobi

Journey of the Angels is an epic story of our journey
from Source to Earth as told by Tobias. It was Tobias’
last channeled message before his reincarnation in July
2009 after working with the Crimson Circle for 10 years.
Journey of the Angels is considered one of the core
teachings for Shaumbra around the world because it
gives new meaning to the very reason we are here.
Amir Yakobi has put the essence of Journey of the
Angels to music with a 6-track musical experience that
follows our journey from Home, through the Wall of Fire,
into the formation of angelic families, through the Order
of the Arc, and into the development of Earth. Each musical composition captures the vibration and essence of the
journey in a way that will touch you at the deepest levels.
Amir weaves actual passages from Tobias’ original message into each segment and then uses the vibrations of
music to take the listener deep into the heart of the story.
Geoffrey Hoppe, channeler for Tobias, calls Amir’s musical interpretation, “Brilliant, deeply resonant and a whole
new realm of musical story-telling.” Working with a team
of professional musicians and studio technicians in Israel,
Amir has created a full and rich musical classic that adds
a new dimension into the Journey of the Angels.

CLICK TO HEAR SAMPLES
Source (8:48)
Leaving Home (11:28)
I Exist (6:58)
Order of the Arc (9:43)
Coming to Earth (12:55)
The Joy of Life (7:50)

Digital download
6 tracks
Length: 57:45

Price: $15 USD
AVAILABLE BY AUGUST 1, 2014

MORE INFO

» INDEX
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Break the Time Barrier!

A 5-STAR SHAUMBRA EXPERIENCE ON THE NILE RIVER
FEATURING ADAMUS, KUTHUMI AND MERLIN!
NOVEMBER 9 – 18, 2014

TOUR HIGHLIGHTS
• 7 days and nights aboard our own luxury cruiser (Shaumbra only – no other guests)
• Also includes one night in Luxor at the beginning of the tour (November 9), and one night in Luxor or
Cairo at the end of the trip (November 17) depending on travel needs
• Cruise on the 5-star Movenpick Royal Lily Nile Cruiser to Edfu, Kom Ombo, Aswan, Kena and Abydous
• Nearly all meals included
• Visits to sacred temples in Luxor, Valley of the Kings, Edfu, Kom Ombo, Philae, Karnak, Dendera and
Abydous. Some tours totally private.
• Guided by Mr. Hassan Khalil, senior professional Egyptologist and longtime Shaumbra friend.
• Live channels from Adamus Saint-Germain, Kuthumi lal Singh and Merlin.
• Hosted by Geoffrey and Linda Hoppe

EGYPT. SACRED TEMPLES. THE NILE RIVER. SHAUMBRA.
ADAMUS, KUTHUMI AND MERLIN.
It all adds up to a trip of a lifetime. Shaumbra that have gone on these special trips in 2009, 2010, 2011
and 2013 describe them as the most transformational experience of their life.
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Join us in November 2014 for a sacred journey to Egypt, one of the most
mystical places on the planet. Experience a living book of ancient sites.
Mingle with the divine energies. Laugh and sing into the night while floating
down the Nile River. Tone in the magical space of the temples. Shop at the
markets. It’s part of an experience that is beyond words.
Adamus has personally chosen the theme “Timeless on the Nile” for this
Shaumbra adventure. You’ll experience freedom from time, the very element that holds together our human dimension and often causes energy
and consciousness to get stuck. With the ancient temples as a backdrop,
we will go beyond the limitations and illusions of time in order to meet
your Free Self coming from the future. Adamus has invited Merlin-Kammet
(the Merlin from the King Arthur era) and Kuthumi to join him in delivering
messages and energies at our daily gatherings on board the Nile Cruiser
or at the temples.
If you’ve ever considered going to Egypt, this 9-day adventure is a
dream come true. Every detail has been carefully planned to provide a safe
space and unforgettable memories. We’ve worked with our guides and
Egyptologists for the past four tours so they are familiar with Shaumbra, even
adding their own historic insights to the messages of Adamus and Kuthumi.
During the day we’ll visit the Ages of Time in the temples. Many afternoons
we’ll float down the Nile River for an unforgettable glimpse of Egypt’s past
and present. As the suns sets over the ancient land, we’ll have messages from
Adamus, Kuthumi and Merlin on the top deck of the Nile cruiser with pure
Egypt as a backdrop. Then, dinner with Shaumbra! The evening meals are
filled with fun, laughter and singing, as well as amazing gourmet food. After
dinner, sit on the deck, dance in the lounge, or sing into the night.
According to Linda and Geoff Hoppe, this is the ultimate Shaumbra
experience. And according to Shaumbra who have been on the previous Egypt tours, it is far beyond their expectations. For more information
contact Lindsay Yogi at Lindsay@crimsoncircle.com or call 530-470-0325.

GENERAL PRICES
Double occupancy: $3495 USD per person. We will match you with a
roommate.
Single option: A limited number of single rooms are available for an additional $650 USD. First come, first serve basis.
Payment plan available:
Payment 1: $1165 USD due when you register
Payment 2 $1165 USD due by September 5, 2014

FEATURING
•

7 nights, 8 days on board
the 5-Star Movenpick
Royal Lily Nile Cruise –
private, Shaumbra-only
cruiser boat

•

Also includes one
night in Luxor at the
beginning of the tour
(November 9), and one
night in Luxor or Cairo
at the end of the trip
(November 17) depending on travel needs

•

Visits to Denderah,
Abydos, Luxor and
Karnack Temples, the
Valley of the Kings,
Edfu, Philae and
Elephantine Island

•

Most meals

•

All entrances fees

•

Special sessions with
Adamus Saint-Germain,
Kuthumi and Merlin

•

Assistance at arrival/
departure to/from
Egyptian airports with
visa, luggage and transfers to hotel

•

Professional
Egyptologist tour guides
(the best!)

Includes all hotel and cruise
accommodations, most meals,
coach transportation, tips,
entrance fees, etc. However,
you will need to pay for all
extra services such as laundry,
shopping, alcohol, etc.

Payment 3: $1165 USD due by October 5, 2014

» INDEX
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UPGRADES
A limited number of suites are available on the Royal
Lily cruiser. Please call for details.

TENTATIVE SCHEDULE
Saturday, November 8, 2014

Thursday, November 13, 2014

Non-European guests only: Arrive in Cairo after traveling from the US and overseas. Meet upon arrival
to Cairo Airport, transfer to Fairmont Tower Hotel
for overnight stay. Note: The cost of this night is not
included in the package but special rates are available.

Breakfast.
Visit to Philae Temple and Elephantine Island
Sail to Edfu
Afternoon tea
Group session and channel
Dinner

Sunday, November 9, 2014
European guests travel from Europe direct to Luxor or
via Cairo.
Non-European guests travel from Cairo to Luxor
All Shaumbra overnight in Luxor at the Sonesta Luxor
Hotel.
Welcome Dinner
Monday, November 10, 2014
Breakfast at Sonesta Luxor Hotel
Check-in Movenpick Royal Lily Nile Cruiser
Lunch
Afternoon tea
Gathering meeting and channel
Captain`s Welcome Cocktail
Dinner

Breakfast.
Sail to Luxor via Esna Lock.
Lunch
Visit to Luxor Temple
Afternoon tea.
Group Session on Sun Deck.
Dinner on board.
Overnight in Luxor.

Breakfast.
Visit Karnak Temple
Visit the Temple of Sekmet
Sail to Kena
Lunch
Visit Dendera temple
Afternoon tea
Group session and channel

Breakfast.
Visit Valley of the Kings and West Bank
Sail to Edfu via Esna Lock.
Lunch
Afternoon tea.
Group session and channel
Dinner

Sunday, November 16, 2014
Breakfast
Visit Abydous temple
Sail back to Luxor
Lunch
Afternoon tea
Group session and channel
Farewell Dinner

Wednesday, November 12, 2014
Private visit to Edfu Temple
Breakfast

SHAUMBRA MAGAZINE • AUGUST 2014 • INDEX
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Saturday, November 15, 2014

Tuesday, November 11, 2014
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Sail to Kom Ombo.
Visit Kom Ombo Temple
Sail to Aswan.
Afternoon tea
Group session and channel
Dinner

«

Monday, November 17, 2014
Breakfast
Disembark Royal Movenpick Lily after breakfast
Depending on travel needs, depart for Cairo or stay
an additional night in Luxor. Hotel accommodations
and all transfers included in package.
Tuesday, November 18, 2014
Breakfast
Transfer to airport

This program includes the following:

ACCOMMODATION & MEAL:
2 nights in Cairo or Luxor for the night of Sunday,
November 9 and Monday, November 17, with buffet
breakfast.
7 Nights/ 8 Days on board Movenpick Royal Lily
All meals except lunch on November 9, and lunch and
dinner on November 17

TOURS & VISITS
Guide service by professional Egyptologists – Mr.
Hassan Khalil and Mr. Amr Hassan Khalil
Transfers
Private air-conditioned motor coaches for all transportations.
Transfer of all baggage throughout the tour.

Additional requests that are not included in the itinerary.
Airfare from your home city to Cairo or Luxor
Personal expenses, such as laundry service, drinks,
massages, health clubs

IMPORTANT NOTE
Due to the limited space and nature of this trip, as
well as Crimson Circle commitments to hotels, cruise
lines and ground operators, ANY DEPOSITS AND
PAYMENTS ARE NOT REFUNDABLE. We suggest
that you get travel insurance in the event you have to
cancel the trip for medical reasons. For travel insurance check out www.insuremytrip.com, or check on
the Internet for other insurers.
*Crimson Circle points and Shareholder Benefit’s are
not valid for this trip.

UPGRADES AND ADDITIONS
Additional room nights at the Fairmont Cairo Hotel
(if you come in early and stay in Cairo afterwards) are
available at our group rate. Mr. Sayed Kahlil will handle these details for you.
For additional information please contact Lindsay Yogi:
Email: Lindsay@crimsoncircle.com
Phone: +530-470-0325 (California)
Mobile: +530-559-5752 (California)
MORE INFO

OTHER SERVICES:
Meet and assist upon arrival/departure to/from
Egyptian airports.
All tips and gratuities including porters, housekeepers,
guides, waiters and servers in hotels and restaurants,
Nile cruises staff, and bus drivers.
The Program does not include:
The Entry Visa to Egypt: $15 USD
Personal expenses, as laundry service, drinks and
health clubs.

» INDEX
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SHAUMBRA HEARTBEAT

By Jean Tinder, Shaumbra Magazine editor, Crimson Circle Teacher

BREATHE
IT
IN
AGAIN!
A few weeks ago I wrote an article called
“Breathe It In” about breathing in all the energies
around us, especially the stuff we don’t like. It was
an important realization – at least for me – and I’m
getting better at reminding myself to breathe it in.
And, as might be expected, it is bringing about
some interesting changes.

One change is that in spite of my very full life
and extremely busy schedule, I feel more peaceful
inside than ever before. Looking at the many facets
of my life (CC content manager, AZ manager, writer,
wife, mother, channeler, landscaper, handyman and
all around creator) together with the chaotic energies that affect us all, it’s no wonder that the feeling
of overwhelm creeps in every now and then. But
the minute
I remember
to
‘breathe it
in,’ everything shifts
and somehow
life
feels manageable again. Even if nothing changes on the outside, breathing
it in changes a lot on the inside, which of course then recreates the outside.

Breathing it in somehow allows the energies to sort themselves out, at least in
my personal reality (and I’m not really worried about anyone else’s). What’s mine
gets resolved and what’s not mine fades away. The more I remember to consciously breathe it in, the more balanced I feel, and the more inner peace I enjoy.
While all that would be enough, something else about ‘breathing it in’ has
presented itself in the last few weeks. It has fascinated me quite a lot and
actually has to do with creation itself.
You have probably heard Tobias and Adamus talk about The Painting as a
metaphor for our experience. The abbreviated version goes like this:
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There was an artist who created a masterpiece, the most beautiful painting
she had ever done. When it was finished she gazed at it, admiring and loving
every color, every brushstroke, every detail. She fell so in love with this painting that she wanted to experience it even more deeply. She wanted to smell
it, taste it, hear it and feel it in every way. And so, being the creator that she
was, she took a deep breath and dived into the painting.
At first she was confused – “Where am I? Who am I? What am I doing here?”
But you see, the only way she could really truly experience the painting was
to forget she was the painter. So, now inside the painting, she started playing
and exploring, reveling in the joyful brilliance and poking around in the scary
shadows. The painting was massive, and it took the forgetful artist a very long
time to explore every nook and cranny. Of course, with her presence inside
it, the painting was interactive, enabling her to rearrange something here,
recreate something there, add color and texture, all the while learning how
creation works.
One day she came across a particular bit of paint that caught her inner eye
– a very special and beautiful rose. It activated something within the artist,
for it was a reminder that she’d added to the painting before she had dived
in. As it triggered a faint memory, the remnant of a forgotten knowing began
stirring within her. It was the fruit of the rose, the beginning of her awakening
and remembrance.
» INDEX
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For eons of time we’ve been puttering around inside our own painting,
exploring our own creation, having amazing and terrible experiences, and
interacting with other painters in their paintings. At some point we triggered
our awakening process, began the slow journey of remembering, and now
here we are, mostly wide awake, still dozing off now and then but prying
both eyes open.
So nowadays when I ‘breathe it in,’ it’s not just for the difficult things. I
breathe in the good stuff too, but with a twist – or maybe an un-twist. Now
I’m consciously breathing in my own creation! And it feels quite remarkable,
as if another level is waking up inside.
Try it for yourself. Look around and let your eyes rest on anything – your
computer, your room, a bit of food, your shoes, the wall – anything. Or notice
what you hear – music, a bird, traffic, wind, rain – whatever it is. Simply recognize a piece of your creation and breathe it in. Allow yourself to feel it as
a little piece of that amazing painting you’ve been tinkering around in. Do it
with your food. Notice the sight, smell, texture and taste of every morsel, and
breathe it in as part of your painting. Feel it come back to you, not as something from “out there” but as an actual part of your own consciousness, your
own creation. When you take a shower breathe in the essence of that amazing
liquid part of your painting. It’s a whole new kind of experience!
In fact, it’s hard to describe what it feels like to breathe my painting back
into me. It’s like something inside me awakens, like the creator comes a little
more alive, like there’s a little less forgetfulness and a little more remembering
of my true creator Self.
In DreamWalker® Life Adamus talks again about The Painting, reminding us
how silly it is to look for signs and wisdom and answers outside ourselves. We
created everything around us. And if it’s all our own creation, how can it offer
more wisdom than what’s already inside? Sure other people and even angels
can offer us a broader perspective when we need it, but in the end each one
of us is living within our own painting and no one else can change it for us.
Of course the flip side is that we can change our painting at any time! We
can choose new colors, new textures, even new brushes. We can paint over
what’s already been done and create something completely new. But first we
have to realize who the artist really is.
When you breathe it in – breathing in everything around you as part of
the painting you’ve already created – it awakens the creator on a very conscious level. Instead of “imposing your will” on things around you, everything
becomes just another stroke of multidimensional paint. It’s hard for me to
convey the level at which this changes things, but it really does. So I invite you
to breathe it in – all of it, every bit of your creation – recognize yourself (and
no one else) as the creator of your world, and see what happens!
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CRIMSON CIRCLE CERTIFIED TEACHERS
MORE INFO

Advanced Studies Classes taught by Certified Teachers

ASPECTOLOGY® SCHOOL
August 1-3, 2014
Krummhorn, Germany
Meggi Erman and Petra Pitak

DREAMWALKER™ DEATH TRANSITIONS

November 1-2, 2014
Syke (near Bremen), Germany
Lutz Nullmeyer

August 8-10, 2014
Denver, Colorado, United States
Paul Cook

DREAMWALKER™ ASCENSION TRANSITIONS

August 15-17, 2014
Dijon, France
Jean-Pascal Danos

August 15-17, 2014
Santa Maria RS, Brazil
Raiza Preziuso and Julio Oliveira

August 1-3, 2014
Budapest, Hungary
Timea Thomázy

August 22-24, 2014
Helsinki, Finland
Marika Kontuniemi and Susanne Nordström

August 15-17, 2014
Budapest, Hungary
Timea Thomázy

September 26-28, 2014
Munich, Germany
Angelika Ruppert

September 12-14, 2014
Turku, Finland
Rita Forsberg-Kimura

August 22-24, 2014
La Serena, Chile
Maria Jose Mera Moreira and Juan Carlos Robles Pablo

October 11-13, 2014
Hudson, Quebec, Canada
Andrea Spitzer

October 3-5, 2014
Sibiu, Romania
Lucieta Gavril

August 15-17, 2014
Munich, Germany
Angelika Ruppert

October 24-26, 2014
Groebenzell, Germany
Dagmar Wollenweber

August 29-31, 2014
Sydney, NSW, Australia
Leanne Woodbury
September 23-25, 2014
Syke, Germany
Sigrid Nullmeyer
October 6-8, 2014
La Tour-de-Trême, near Fribourg, Switzerland
Jutta Bosch
October 10-12, 2014
Munich, Germany
Ulrike Maria Hellgardt-Lent
November 21-23, 2014
Drammen, nearby Oslo, Norway
Evy Finjord Heggelund and Eva Storrusten

DREAMWALKER™ BIRTH TRANSITIONS
August 8-10, 2014
Berne, Switzerland
Heidi Stäheli

November 7-9, 2014
Syke (near Bremen), Germany
Sigrid Nullmeyer
November 7-9, 2014
Munich, Germany
Ulrike Maria Hellgardt-Lent

August 8-10, 2014
Munich, Germany
Angelika Ruppert

November 7-9, 2014
Turku, Finland
Rita Forsberg-Kimura

August 29-31, 2014
Syke (near Bremen), Germany
Sigrid Nullmeyer
August 29-31, 2014
La Tour-de-Trême/Fribourg, Switzerland
Jutta Bosch

November 14-16, 2014
Neuenstadt-Bürg, Germany
Jessie Jandt

DISCOVERING YOUR PASSION

September 12-14, 2014
Las Rozas, Madrid, Spain
Denise Grace Nicolau

DREAMWALKER™ LIFE

September 6-7, 2014
Munich, Germany
Angelika Ruppert

September 19-21, 2014
Mexico City, Mexico
Maria Luisa Gaxiola

August 1-3, 2014
Munich, Germany
Silke Steininger
» INDEX
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CRIMSON CIRCLE CERTIFIED TEACHERS
MORE INFO

Advanced Studies Classes taught by Certified Teachers
August 22-24, 2014
Syke (near Bremen), Germany
Lutz Nullmeyer and Sigrid Nullmeyer

August 29-31, 2014
Budapest, Hungary
Timea Thomázy and Robert Gulyas

August 15-17, 2014
La Serena, Chile
Maria Jose Mera Moreira and Juan Carlos Robles Pablo

August 29-31, 2014
Munich, Germany
Angelika Ruppert

October 3-5, 2014
Basel, Switzerland
Marika Kontuniemi

August 16-18, 2014
Port Willunga, Australia
Carol Clearwater and Dianne Davies

August 29-31, 2014
Magelsen, Germany
Sandra Heuschmann

August 22-24, 2014
Krummhörn near Emden/Ostfriesland, Germany
Meggi Erman and Petra Pitak

September 5-7, 2014
Tampere, Finland
Eijamaria Broholm

SEXUAL ENERGIES SCHOOL

August 22-24, 2014
Santa Maria RS, Brazil
Raiza Preziuso and Julio Oliveira

July 31-August 2, 2014
Kiryat Ono, Israel
Gilit Rom and Inna Gorokhovsky

September 5-7, 2014
Milan, Italy
Giuseppina Villa and Lucia Ligi

October 3-5, 2014
Syke (near Bremen), Germany
Lutz Nullmeyer and Sigrid Nullmeyer

August 1-3, 2014
Cascais, Portugal
Ruud den Turk and Raquel Miranda

September 5-7, 2014
Munich, Germany
Ulrike Maria Hellgardt-Lent and Eva Holzheuer

October 10-12, 2014
Cologne/Leverkusen, Germany
Angelika Ruppert

August 1-3, 2014
Tampere, Finland
Eijamaria Broholm and Marika Kontuniemi

September 19-21, 2014
Budapest, Hungary
Timea Thomázy and Robert Gulyas

October 17-19, 2014
Rodgau-Hainhausen, Germany
Karin Hoyer

August 1-3, 2014
Swaebisch Gmuend, Germany
Viola Koehler and Maria Kempe

September 20-22, 2014
Lausanne, Switzerland
Jutta Bosch and Sylvie Staub

November 7-9, 2014
Zurich, Switzerland
Karin Hoyer and Jutta Bosch

August 1-3, 2014
Syke (near Bremen), Germany
Lutz Nullmeyer and Sigrid Nullmeyer

October 3-5, 2014
Turku, Finland
Rita Forsberg-Kimura and Reetta Lappalainen

August 8-10, 2014
Rodgau-Hainhausen (near Frankfurt/Main), Germany
Angelika Ziegler and Karin Hoyer

October 10-12, 2014
Drammen, Norway
Eva Storrusten and Evy Finjord Heggelund

August 8-10, 2014
Quaiicum Beach, British Columbia, Canada
Marilyn D. McLean and Ann Say

October 17-19, 2014
Warsaw, Poland
Sandra Heuschmann and Vie Palle

August 1-3, 2014
Milan, Italy
Giuseppina Villa

August 15-17, 2014
Denver, Colorado, United States
Paul Cook and Susan B Loves

October 22-24, 2014
Layton, Utah, United States
Michael Larson and Colleen Sory

August 7-9, 2014
Bogota, Colombia
Hilda Diaz (Shaztia)

August 15-17, 2014
Köniz, Switzerland
Heidi Stäheli and Mirella Baumgartner

November 7-9, 2014
Köniz, Switzerland
Heidi Stäheli and Mirella Baumgartner

September 26-28, 2014
Berlin, Germany
Sandra Heuschmann

JOURNEY OF THE ANGELS
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CRIMSON CIRCLE CERTIFIED TEACHERS
MORE INFO

Advanced Studies Classes taught by Certified Teachers
SEXUAL ENERGIES SCHOOL
November 7-9, 2014
Sacramento, California, United States
Iwona Wirkus and Stephan Weigandt
November 28-30, 2014
Syke (near Bremen), Germany
Lutz Nullmeyer and Sigrid Nullmeyer
December 3-5, 2014
Fort Collins, Colorado, United States
David R. McMaster and Virgilia Aguirre
December 5-7, 2014
Hamburg, Germany
Angelika Ruppert and Anne Soevang

NEW !

ADVANCED
STUDIES CLASS
INTRO VIDEOS
CLICK IMAGES
TO VIEW
INTRODUCTION VIDEOS
FOR THESE CLASSES

» INDEX
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CRIMSON CIRCLE TEACHER TRAINING
Become a Crimson Circle Teacher – Training offered by Certified Mentor Teachers

ASPECTOLOGY
TEACHER TRAINING

DREAMWALKER™ DEATH TRANSITIONS
TEACHER TRAINING

SEXUAL ENERGIES SCHOOL
TEACHER TRAINING

September 4–7, 2014
Budapest, Hungary
Timea Thomazy and Alfred Halasz
Teaching Language: English

August 8–11, 2014
Munich, Germany
Sandra Heuschmann and Silke Steininger
Teaching language: English

August 7–10, 2014
Helsinki, Finland
Irma Rantala and Marika Kontuniemi
Teaching language: Finnish

October 5–7, 2014
Fort Collins, CO, United States
Iwona Wirkus and David R. McMaster
Teaching Language: English

September 25–28, 2014
Budapest, Hungary
Timea Thomazy and Alfred Halasz
Teaching language: English

August 15–18, 2014
Horsens, East Jutland, Denmark
Anne Maribo Andersen and Finn Andersen
Teaching language: English

October 28–31, 2014
Ft. Collins, CO, United States
David R. McMaster and Paul Cook
Teaching language: English

September 11–14, 2012
Bad Honnef, near Bonn, Germany
Brise Baulitz and Gerd Heesen
Teaching language: German

DREAMWALKER™ LIFE
TEACHER TRAINING

September 30–October 3, 2014
Fort Collins, United States
David R. McMaster and Iwona Wirkus
Teaching language: English

August 4–7, 2014
Louisville, Colorado, United States
Geoffrey & Linda Hoppe
Teaching Language: English

October 2–5, 2014
Budapest, Hungary
Timea Thomazy and Alfred Halasz
Teaching language: English
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INTERNATIONAL TRANSLATIONS
SPECIAL TOPICS

DE DK ES

10–10–10 Adamus in Berlin (Germany)

•

2012: Deliverance

•

2011: Intense and Personal

•

Addictions

•

•

Ahmyo

Ancestral Karma
Aspectology

The Beauty of Life

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Call of the Soul

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Energy In Motion (Turkey)

•

•

•

•

The Energy of Music

•

•

The Evolution of Gaia

•

Grand Canyon Journey

•

Fields of Potentials (South Korea)
The High Definition Life (Romania)

Kuthumi & Adamus in Rome (Italy)

Lords of Freedom

•

•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Mormons & Other Spiritual Families
New Consciousness (Australia)

•

•

•

•

The New Earth

New Energy Business

On Death & Dying

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

New Earth Update (Madrid)
New Energy Education

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Living Ascension (Germany)

Mental Imbalance

•

•

•

•

•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

The Energy of Food

•

•

•

DreamWalker for Pets

TR

•

•

•

Dreams

SV

•

•

Depression

SR

•

•

Dei Un Gnost

•

•

•

Conspiracies

SL

•

•
•

•
•

RO RU

•

•

•

Chaos

•
•

•

Body–Mind Integration (Germany)

PT

•

•

•

Body of Consciousness

GR HU ID IT JP NL NO PL

•

Beyond Duality

Biological Rejuvenation

FR

•

A New Reality

Adamus: Unleashed in Sedona

FI

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
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INTERNATIONAL TRANSLATIONS
SPECIAL TOPICS

Out of the Box
Pets

Probabilities & Potentials

DE DK ES

FR

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

The Quantum Leap

•
•

•

Re–Order Your Reality

•

•

Relationships

FI

GR HU ID IT JP NL NO PL

•
•
•

•

•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

Rising to Freedom (Israel)

•
•

Soul Encounter

•

•

The 13th Strand

•

•

•

•

Sovereign One (Switzerland)
Time, Space & Measurement Systems

•

What Lies Ahead

•

What on Earth

•

Angels & Aliens (Poland)

•

•

•

•
•
•

•

•

•
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•
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•
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•

•

•

•

•
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•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

New Energy Synchrotize

What’s Missing?

•

•

•

DreamWalker Birth

Standard Technology (Israel & USA)

•

•

•

Tobias Returns to Israel (Israel)
PERSONAL STUDY COURSES

Interdimensional Living

•

•

Time Travels (Egypt)

Expanding Your Intuition (Greece)

TR

•

•

•

Sounds of the Soul (Egypt)

Discovering Your Passion

•

•

•

SV

•

•

Midsummer Conference 2010 – Munich

Crystal Consciousness

•

•

•

The Oslo Sessions

•

•

•

Mysteries of Love (France)

•

•

•

Atlantis & the Wound of Isis

SR

•
•

•
•

•

•

•

•

Moving Stuck Energy (EU)

•

•
•

SL

•

•
•

•

Midsummer Conference 2011 & 2012

•

•

•

Alchemy of Consicousness (Egypt)

The Alchemy of Light & Dark (France)

•

•

Winds of the Anasazi
Yes, I Am Enlightened
INTENSIVES

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

RO RU

•
•

•

•

•

•
•

Reunion (Romania)

Sacred Geometry

PT

•

DE=German; DK=Danish; ES=Spanish; FI=Finnish; FR=French; GR=Greek; HU=Hungarian; ID=Indonesian; IT=Italian; JP=Japanese;
NL=Dutch; NO=Norwegian; PL=Polish; PT=Portuguese; RO=Romanian; RU=Russian; SL=Slovenian; SR=Serbian; SV–Swedish; TR=Turkish

BOOKS AND MUSIC

Call To Awaken

DE DK

•

ES

FI

FR

GR HU ID IT

Merabhs, Vol. 2

•

•

Merabhs, Vol. 3

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Opening Into Consciousness
•

Studio K

•

•
•

RO

RU

SL

SR

SV

TR

•

•

•

Seven Seals

PT

•

•
•

NL NO PL

•

Masters in the New Energy
Merabhs, Vol. 1

JP

•

•

•

•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

FREE

Adamus on Japan – FREE
Chemia – FREE

•
•

•

•

Death & the Astral Realms – FREE

•

•

•

•

•

Do You Remember? – FREE

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Drama – FREE

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

It Doesn’t Matter – FREE
Letter to Awakening Humans – FREE

•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

Lost Children of Christ

•

•

•

•

•

Sedona Tri–Channel – FREE

•

SES Intro – FREE

•

•

Silent Prayer – FREE

•

•

The Darkness is Your Divinity – FREE

•

•

•
•

•

•

Time to Inspire

•

•

•

•

•

•

To the Messengers – FREE

•

Twelve Awakening Signs – FREE

•

•
•

Tobias & Kryon in Madrid – FREE

•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

AWAKENING ZONE

DW – Journey to the Earthbound Realms

•

•

•

DW – Journey into Your Secret Garden

•

•

•

DW – Journey on Metatron’s Starboat

•

•

•

•
•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•

•
•

Sam Update

•

The Dark Side of Awakening

•

•

•

•

Tuning In Again, Vol. 1

•

•

Tuning In Again, Vol. 2

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
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